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It is going to rain this year – lots and lots of rain. This is nothing new. It rains every year, 

but many times we fail to harness the majority of water from the downpours. This year 
we must not let one drop of water go to waste. We must gather as much as we can. 
 
In my sub-division, the City of Oshawa has dug three deep ponds – they call them “catch 
basins”. When there is a heavy downpour these ponds catch all the excess water, which 
is then channelled into the city’s water system, purified, and sent back to homes. Not a 
drop of water is wasted.  
 

The word “hydro” means “water”. Hydro electricity is electricity generated from the power of water turning generators 
at high speed, producing electricity. The rains bring water. We must put the water to use – generating electric power 
for our homes, stoves, washers, dryers, toasters and microwave ovens. The waters have transformational power. This 
is a form of empowerment. It empowers the stove to cook, the washer to wash, and the light bulbs to light. 
 
As it is in the natural so it is in the spiritual. We must harness and channel the outpouring of the anointing from the 
spiritual rain to empower our personal situations and the various areas of our ministries. 
 
Between the Old Testament and the New Testament there is a period of approximately 400 years. During this period 
God rearranged the world and set the stage for the entrance of the Messiah. WE must set the stage to receive the rain. 
Hosea 6:3 says, “…..and He shall come unto us as the rain, as the latter and former rain upon the earth.” 
 
Let us set our house in order so when the rains come, we will be ready. Let us build spiritual hydro-electric dams to 
harness and utilize the transformational power of abundant rain. Ministries that lack power are impotent. Rain has the 
potential to make us potent and guess what. The rains are coming. They always do and this time we will be ready. 
 
God said in Ezekiel 34:26, “And I will make them and the places round about my hill a blessing; and I will cause the 
shower to come down in his season; there shall be showers of blessing”. 

 

Message from the General Overseer  
  

of Canadian Christian Ministries (CCM) 
 

Bishop Pat Maxwell Johnson 

                                                                                CCM The Future of Ministry 
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The Canadian Institute of Ministerial Development (CIMD) is a Christian educational institution dedicated to the   

training and development of Bishops, Pastors, Missionaries, Evangelists, Chaplains, and Church Administrators.    

Alongside its pastoral and liturgical provision, the program provides teaching, guidance, and ministerial               

opportunities where students can excel in specialized fields and other government programs. The CIMD          

Chaplaincy association serves those of all faiths. Our objective is to provide sound 

religious training for those who are called to ministry.  

Our Credential Program 

The certificates and diplomas attained by our graduates are accepted by churches 

and the government for the purpose of ordination, marriage licenses, and the       

practice of ministry in Canada and around the world. 

Vision for 2020 

For 2020, our aim is to enlarge the vision of CIMD by engrafting more programs and offering specializations for         

desirous students. We are hoping to introduce clinical pastoral education, vocational chaplaincy, temperament,       

theological teachings, and counseling. 

Our Course  

Each course is  designed to provide students with a panoramic view of the work and practice of chaplaincy so that 

he or she may become adequately advanced, spiritually equipped, and fundamentally proficient to function with 

the    necessary knowledge in all specialized settings. 

The assessment, grading, and reporting of the course is done by CCM, and is designed to support student growth 

and learning. Every summative assessment advises students on how to         

demonstrate his or her acquisition of knowledge and skills in the marketplace.   

All assessments provide spiritual, professional, biblical, and diagnostic evidence 

with training. The six-week course is administered and instructed by teachers Dr. 

Vena Smith and Rev. Merits Henry.   

At CIMD the role of the chaplain is held at high standard. Thus, the CIMD grading   

system is well-structured and requires that students meet the stated criteria    

detailed in the assessment policy. This system ensures that the standards are 

maintained and do not fluctuate with each new class of students.   

The Canadian Institute of Ministerial Development will be taking in two to three batches of students to complete 
the chaplaincy course in 2020. Our Tuition fee is $600. You and your church are welcome to join our next batch of            
students.  

The Canadian Institute of Ministerial 
 

 Development (CIMD) 
  

A Division of CCM 
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Chaplaincy Graduation—Ontario and Alberta 

The Director of Chaplaincy, Rev. Mertis Henry,  

greeted the distinguished guests, 

graduates, Kingdom partners, and 

other representatives at the Chap-

laincy Graduating Ceremony  held in 

Toronto on   December 28, 2019. 

It was with sincere honour and       

appreciation that he expressed his delight to           

celebrate with the graduates for their achievement.   

He recalled several  

occasions when the 

presence of God    

manifested during the  

six-week  Journey of 

the Chaplaincy classes. 

He reminded the graduating class that the course was 

more than just assignments and studies, but that it 

was to and has now initiated them in becoming an 

integral part of the CCM chaplain community.     

“Although I know that the six-week journey has 

stretched our knowledge, and provoked our calling, 

commitment, and commissioning in modelling the 

concept of the scripture of  a chaplain.  But, its         

objectives were designed to provide you with the 

work and practice of Chaplaincy so that you may    

become thoroughly and adequately advanced,       

spiritually equipped and fundamentally and proficient 

to function with all the necessary and knowledge in all 

specialized settings” said Rev. Henry.    

Rev. Vena Smith, VP of CIMD,         

congratulated the graduates and    

reminded them that, “CCM is not like 

the bus that picks you up and drops 

you off,  leaving you wondering when  

 

the next bus is coming.  CCM keeps you on the bus!”  

The graduates were encouraged to go out and make a 

difference.   

Rev. Parris spoke on behalf of the 

graduates, recalling their experience 

during the six-week journey.  “It was 

a great experience and we had a 

sense of family bonding.”  He echoed 

a key saying from Rev. Henry, “a 

chaplain is the medicine to others.  

You don’t have to be a Physician all you have to be is be 

a chaplain.”  

Bishop Pat Johnson, Overseer of CCM, enlightened the 

graduates of  the vision of CIMD to expand into a    

Chaplain Association.  They were invited to attend the 

upcoming Chaplain Members 

Meeting on June 27, 2020.    

He encouraged graduates with a 

powerful message from the book of 

Ezekiel Chapter 3. “Beloved, when 

Ezekiel saw the situation of the  

people, he sat with the people, for seven days.  As         

Chaplains, you must learn to sit where the people are 

sitting, eat where the people are eating, learn to mix 

with them, be a part of them.  Make a connection with 

the community if you are going to minister to the    

community,”  said Bishop Johnson.  

Congratulations also to the Director of Chaplaincy, Rev.   

Elizabeth Pedro Omokhas  and the team on the first 

CCM Chaplaincy Graduation Ceremony  in Edmonton, 

Alberta!  Keep up the good work for His glory. 
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Rev. Peter McPherson 
Regional Overseer Nova Scotia 

Rev. Francis Naval 
New Brunswick Regional Administrator 

This Vision Board Party is going to be life-changing!  

If you are serious about living purposefully in the new decade, do not miss 

out on this opportunity! 

A Three-Fold Goal 

1. To strategically prepare you 

2. To create an authentic, effective, individualized Vision Board  

3. Help you achieve the specifics of “YOUR” vision 

In order for you to participate in the free Pre-Event Coaching Sessions,  

create a personalized custom Vision Board and for you to receive the    

necessary tools, the registration deadline is January 11, 2020.   

These Sessions will include a Self-Discovery Questionnaire which is designed to help you decode and decrypt 

your true life’s purpose so you will have a clear visual of your vision for your life. This session will include goal 

setting and writing out your vision plan.  You will also learn how to give your life direction through smart     

achievable incremental goals.  

Also included in these Sessions are the do’s & don’ts of a Vision Board.  We will teach you how to use meaningful   

visuals such as pictures, graphics, and quotations on your Vision Board which will become a reality of your true 

vision. 

Get Ready to Work Your Vision! 

We welcome Rev. Peter McPherson and Rev. Francis Naval to the CCM Family.  Their responsibilities will  include 
promoting the vision of CCM and actively  recruit new Ministers for ministerial training and  credentials with 
CCM.  We wish them both much success in their new roles. 

  

Expanding Our Team 
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CCM  in Canada 

1. Ontario 

2. Manitoba 

3. Alberta 

4. Saskatchewan 

5. British Columbia 

6. Nova Scotia 

7.    New Brunswick 
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   From the CCM Public Relations                                

Department    

The next issue of the CCM Newsletter will be     

issued  in April 2020.   Feel free to submit your 

upcoming event for promotion no later than 

March 20, 2020     

Email us at ccmnewsletter2019@gmail.com 
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  Rev. Claudette Clarke                                                     

Director of Public Relations and Editor in Chief                                                                                              

 

MyCCM.ca 

Email us at  

ccmnewsletter2019@gmail.com 


